New Acquisitions for November 2021

**KE337 .C72 2020**
Title: The law of banking and payment in Canada  
Publisher info: Toronto : Thomson Reuters, 2020  
Subject: Payment -- Canada  
Subject: Bills of exchange -- Canada  
Subject: Electronic funds transfers -- Law and legislation -- Canada  
*Location: Reserve*

**RC560 .S47 S483 2021**
Publisher info: New York, NY : Oxford University Press, [2021]  
Subject: Sex Offenses -- psychology.  
Subject: Sex Offenses -- legislation & jurisprudence.  
Subject: Paraphilic Disorders -- psychology.  
*Law Library copy: Gift of Daniel Brodsky; 2021*
Title: International mediation / general editor, Christian Campbell.
Subject: Dispute resolution (Law)
Subject: International commercial arbitration
Subject: Mediation

Title: The impact of technology, science and knowledge / edited by Elisha S. Anselovits, Elliot N. Dorff, and Amos Israel-Vleeschhouwer.
Subject: Weapons systems -- Technological innovations -- Moral and ethical aspects
Subject: Responsa – History and criticism
Subject: Human reproduction (Jewish law)
Series: Jewish Law Association studies; v.29.

Title: The Jewish Family / edited by Harry Fox and Tirzah Meacham.
Publisher info: [United States] : Published and distributed by Philip I. Lieberman on behalf of the Jewish Law Association, 2019.
Subject: Domestic relations – Israel
Subject: Husband and wife – Israel.
Subject: Maimonides, Moses, 1135-1204.
Series: Jewish Law Association studies, v.28.
**KZA1370 .D56 2021**

**Title:** International law and corporate actors in deep seabed mining / Joanna Dingwall.


Subject: Common heritage of mankind (International law)


Subject: International Seabed Authority.

*Series: Oxford monographs in international law.*

---

**KZ4850 .G37 2021**

**Title:** The concept of an international organization in international law / Lorenzo Gasbarri.


Subject: International agencies – Law and legislation.

Subject: International law

*Series: Oxford monographs in international law.*
Publisher info: St. Paul, Minnesota: Thomson Reuters, [2020]
Subject: Searches and seizures – United States
Subject: United States Constitution 4th Amendment
Subject: Constitution (United States)
Series: West’s criminal practice series; Criminal practice series.